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You are reading the second newsletter about research projects within the
Amsterdam University of the Arts. This time with a focus on the Day of the
Research-teacher, recent publications and current research developments.

Day of the Researchteacher
Do you not only teach at one of the AHK-academies, but do you also do
research? Then take part in the symposium 'The Day of the Research-teacher'.
The first edition of this recurring event will take place on Thursday, November
5th, from 3:30 PM to 5:30 PM. Unfortunately it will not be on location this year,
but there is an interesting online programme available for anyone who combines
teaching and research.
More info & sign up

Funny, weird, exciting, poetic: Wicked Arts
Assignments
Looking for a new angle for your art
lessons or your own art practice? You can
find it in Wicked Arts Assignments, the
latest book from the Arts Education
research group. Almost a hundred unusual,
inspiring, funny or socially involved art
assignments are bundled in the book. The
assignments connect with theater, visual
art, music, design and dance: they reflect
themes from these different disciplines,
which makes us think differently about
ourselves, art and the world.
More info

In development: AHK Research Centre
The AHK Research Centre, which is
currently being developed, provides better
conditions for research. Activities are
aimed at exchange, meeting and
collaboration between students,
researchers, teachers and artists. Diversity
and an inclusive research and education
climate are basic principles. In the course
of 2021, the Research Center will be opened
with a symposium in which teacherresearch at the AHK will also be given a
central place.

Recently published
Film Academy, Master magazine group of 2020
Nadieh Graumans-Tigchelaar, Er liepen mieren in mijn buik
Academy of Architecture, Annual Newspaper 2019-2020
Nathalie Roos, Dealing with the real stuff
Webinar Science at the Academy of Architecture? & Design research –
lessons learned from three solar landscape projects
Read all publications here
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